I N T R O D U C T I O N
Nowadays, ontology engineering is being exploited by different parties involved in collaborative product development in order to formalise models of knowledge, while fostering a basis for sharing meaning (i.e. semantics) in computational form. Ontologybased approaches are considered an important facet of industrial knowledge management strategies and the deployment of best practice Knowledge Bases (KBs) [22] . These help support the production of better, faster and cheaper products, through the reuse of formal knowledge that drives key engineering decisions during collaborative product development.
In Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), knowledge may be formalised for the different nodes within the product lifecycle such as conceptual design, detailed design, manufacturing and operation [1] . This results in multiple viewpoints associated to the representation of artifacts [2, 3] leading to different representations as well as alternative representations of similar concepts. Consequently, the problem of semantic heterogeneity emerges, the latter causing the occurrence of semantic mismatches across ontology-based models. Semantic mismatches are related to the incompatibilities of data and information structures [5, 6] as well as interoperability problems related to manufacturing applications [7] , which need to be resolved in the effort towards the timely exchange of design and manufacturing ontology-based knowledge.
A considerable amount of effort has been input from the ontology mapping/matching community so as to address the obstacles to ontology interoperability brought about by semantic mismatches. However, there still exist a number of challenges to be overcome in order to progress towards improved ontology mapping/matching techniques [8] . It is also evident, from the experiments based on current methods, that ontology mapping/matching has not been given due attention in product design and manufacture, primarily since the latter remains an expert field of knowledge with very specific content and issues [9] . This paper hence identifies a Semantic Manufacturing Interoperability Framework (SMIF) [9, 10] , which supports the exchange of semantics across ontology-based models of product design and manufacture.
The approach uses the semantic capability offered by a manufacturing foundation ontology from which ontology-based models can be specialised. In addition to this, the expressive Common Logic-based underpinning used in the framework provides sufficient coverage for the development of logic-based semantic reconciliation mechanisms. The latter facilitate automated reconciliation across pairs of specialised models that have been based on the same foundation. During the implementation of the framework, two ontology-based models of hole feature machining have been individually developed using the manufacturing foundation ontology, and the relevant semantic reconciliation methods have been deployed to successfully reconcile across the two models. We, therefore, stipulate that the approach contributes to (1) an understanding of new and expressive ontological formalisms like Common Logic [26] applied to ontology mapping/matching in design and manufacture and (2) improved ways of specifying rigorous and reusable reconciliation mechanisms for ontology-based knowledge sharing.
The area of ontology mapping/matching has been a key direction to tackle semantic heterogeneity issues, through the reconciliation of the semantics carried by ontologybased models. Several overlapping perspectives on the types of ontology mapping/matching methods have been suggested [11] [12] [13] [14] . There is almost general consensus over the types of methods that can be applied in ontology mapping/matching. Figure 1 , identifies and summarises these methods. Ontology mapping/matching methods include (1) techniques that focus on combining (i.e. merging) two ontologies to construct a new ontology from the individual ontologies, (2) tools that compile a transformation function that transforms a given ontology into another based on the transformation rules specified [12] , (3) methods that concentrate on establishing a collection of binary relations between the vocabularies of two ontologies (i.e. alignment) [11] and (4) methodologies that enable specific portions of two ontologies to be reconciled, through the definition of mappings via an intermediate articulation ontology. It is to be noted that although some of these methods fit very well into these four categories, others may occur as hybrids of the common ontology mapping/matching methods identified in Figure 1 .
A large number of ontology mapping/matching methods have been investigated such as in [12, 15, 16] . Current methods indicate that there is presently a spectrum of these that rely on lexical similarity matching, which from a semantic interoperability viewpoint is not optimal. This is because in product design engineering, similar terms are often being employed across different groups to refer to disparate concepts. Hence, it is only via the semantics associated to these terms that existing differences can be identified, thereby implying the need to expressively capture semantics in the first place.
On the other hand, it has also been shown that ontological formalisms like the Web Ontology Language (OWL) support a number of built-ins for ontology mapping [23, 24] . However, the semantics of these built-ins are not expressive enough to map across the semantic content of manufacturing ontologies and their associated KBs. Furthermore, there exist ongoing requirements [8] [9] [10] to support the development of mapping/matching techniques that (1) can be formally interpreted and verified, (2) are focused at the identification and potential resolution of semantic mismatches, (3) can enable reconciliation at several structural levels of ontology-based models including the instance level and (4) perform better in terms of accuracy, automation and the duration taken to resolve cross-model correspondences. Figure 2 illustrates the primary concepts for semantic reconciliation, under investigation in this paper. A Common Logic-based application (A) is used to deploy the concepts for semantic reconciliation, predominantly because Common Logic allows the representation of highly expressive semantics over which complex reasoning can be performed. The Foundation Layer (B) holds the essential ontological structures of a manufacturing foundation ontology. These ontological structures can be configured to address the semantics of specialised ontology-based models (C). For a given pair of ontology-based models that have both been configured from the Foundation Layer, the manufacturing foundation ontology firstly enables specific portions of the specialised ontology-based models to be articulated (D), based on the lineage of specialised concepts. To impart further semantic reconciliation capability, reusable mapping models (E) can be defined using Common Logic. This helps to improve the formality of alignment relations that are held in mapping models. The expressiveness of the Foundation Layer also facilitates reconciliation at various levels of granularity across specialised ontology-based models. Furthermore, the approach is supported by state-of-the-art querying mechanisms (F), which provide high performance levels during the processing of queries for identifying alignments across specialised ontology-based content.
Concepts for Semantic Reconciliation

F R A M E W O R K T O SUPP O R T SE M A N T I C I N T E R O P E R A B I L I T Y
The Semantic Manufacturing Interoperability Framework (SMIF) [9, 10] has been developed in order to support the ability to formally reconcile the semantics of ontology-based models of product design and manufacture, where these models have been based on a shared foundation ontology. Figure 3 depicts the framework and its four constituent layers, which are elaborated in the next sub-sections. In this paper, emphasis is laid on the upper two layers of the framework, where the concepts for semantic reconciliation identified in section 2.2 have been applied. It is to be noted that to enable the exploration of the breadth of concepts used in the framework, the scope of this work has been placed on simple product ontologies and KBs capturing feature descriptions involving hole features in design and manufacture. The implications of each layer of the framework have been pursued based on the chosen scope.
Foundation L ayer
The Foundation Layer provides the essential basis for sharing meaning and comprises two characteristic elements namely (1) a Common Logic-based ontological formalism over which (2) a heavyweight manufacturing ontological foundation (manufacturing foundation ontology) is constructed. This Common Logic-based formalism, known as the Knowledge Frame Language (KFL) has been developed by Highfleet Inc. (formerly Ontology Works Inc.) [17] . The formalism holds a rigorously-defined meta-model which imparts the necessary syntax and expressive semantics, which supports the . The benefit of the application of Common Logic lies in the latter being a First Order Logic language for knowledge interchange that provides a core semantic framework for logic together with the basis for a set of syntactic forms (dialects) all sharing common semantics [18].
The manufacturing foundation ontology formalises core entity information and process semantics. To capture entity information, for the meaningful description of reusable feature-based semantics in product representation, the fundamentals from the revised Core Product Model (CPM) [19] and those from ISO 10303 AP224 [20] have been adapted and formalised to the framework needs. The accommodation of process semantics involves the inclusion of concepts from the relevant ontological theories present in the Process Specification Language (PSL) [21] . Figure 4 identifies examples of semantic structures within the manufacturing foundation ontology. Some of the classes present in the taxonomy for the manufacturing foundation ontology are shown.
(G) and its natural language description (H), together with the relations (I) . 
Domain O ntology L ayer
At this level of the framework, semantic structures from the Foundation Layer can be reused and specialised for the construction of knowledge models (i.e. customised ontology-based models with their associated KBs). A number of ontological mechanisms are supported in order to allow knowledge models to be integrally defined. Such mechanisms include, for example, (1) identifiers for knowledge models which work similar to namespaces, (2) ontological relationships that allow the specialisation of the foundation taxonomy, (3) the inclusion of domain-defined ICs as long as these do not violate foundation ICs and (4) the representation of discrete domain knowledge through instantiation.
The advantage of exploiting a shared foundation ontology for the configuration of knowledge models is related to enabling sufficient flexibility during specialisation, while ensuring that the configured models respect the core established foundation semantics. This helps to reduce, if not eliminate, obvious types of semantic mismatches such as relation mismatches and class aggregation level mismatches [4, 9] to occur between individually-developed knowledge models.
Semantic Reconciliation L ayer
The Semantic Reconciliation Layer supports the mechanisms necessary for reconciling pairs of knowledge models, with the intention of facilitating knowledge sharing. To achieve reconciliation requires following an ordered ontology mapping process, in which a logic-based semantic alignment method enables knowledge model content to be matched through the use of mapping models. The Semantic Reconciliation Layer thus combines the semantic matching techniques of ontology alignment and articulation (see section 2) via a shared semantically-defined foundation ontology, a method that has so far not been exploited [13] . Figure 5 conceptually shows the steps involved in the ontology mapping process for a pair of knowledge models to be reconciled. The diagram identifies a first stage where the identifiers of both models are adjusted (N). In this stage, the identifiers of the two models are renamed to the pre-defined identifier , one for each model respectively. The two knowledge models are then imported under a single Object Management System (O). The latter stage brings the ontology-based content from the two models under a single KB, while keeping the ontology-based content still distinct to the initial models. After the importing stage is performed, the alignment stage is initiated (P). The alignment stage requires loading the appropriate mapping model in the single Object Manage semantic mapping concepts are written in KFL, and serve as formally-defined and reusable built-in relations for matching cross-model content. On one hand, the consequence of using a manufacturing foundation ontology allows for the lineage of domain-specialised semantics to be traced, which conveys basic reconciliation via articulation. The combination of both articulation and alignment (Q) provides enhanced semantic reconciliation. It is to be noted that while the development of mapping models requires significant human input, the alignment process is essentially fully automatic as it is logic-based. Moreover, mapping models are reusable for any pair of knowledge models that require reconciliation. Figure 6 illustrates a sample of two semantic mapping concepts targeted towards the reconciliation of domain-level classes and instances. It is seen that a semantic mapping concept consists of relations (R) and (S). formal definition is provided by logic-based conditions (T), informally captured in the reconciliation scenario (U). These conditions state that the semantic mapping concept true between any two arguments ?x and ?y, provided both ?x and ?y are sub-, where ?x and ?y are located in the respectively.
O ntology M apping Process Concepts
Semantic M apping Concepts in M apping Models
It is important to notice in the logical conditions (T) the way in which the semantics of the Foundation Layer are used in the logic-based statements. For example, the metamodel helps to express taxonomical relationships while the meta-model expresses the identifier for an ontologybased argument. Notice also the appearance of the identifier captured reconciliation scenario (U). This justifies the need for renaming knowledge model identifiers, discussed previously in section 3.3.1.
Figure 6: Understanding semantic mapping concepts in mapping models
In addition to formal semantics, a semantic mapping concept also includes informal remarks in the form of natural language for human interpretation. This is because alignments produced by matching systems may not be intuitively obvious to human users and, therefore, need to be explained [8] . These remarks generally include the informal way of interpreting a semantic mapping concept in a mapping model. In certain situations, depending on the reliability of a semantic mapping concept, other remarks may be added to reflect the uncertainties in a semantic mapping concept, or to flag unavoidable semantic mismatches even in the presence of alignments. In the case of the informal remarks required for human interpretation include the comments shown (V). Some of these comments relate to the behaviour of the semantics controlled by the manufacturing foundation ontology. Other comments (W) relate to possible semantic mismatches that may still occur even after articulation and alignment.
The semantic mappin (S) provides suitable reconciliation at the instance level of knowledge models to aid the interoperation of discretely-represented knowledge. intended to establish an alignment between two cross-domain arguments ?holex and ?holey in the reconciliation scenario (X) provided (1) both are instances of located identifiers respectively and (2)
The logical conditions (Y) formally capture this reconciliation scenario. The accompanying remarks (Z) identify the informal comments for this semantic mapping concept.
Interoperability E valuation L ayer
After the ontology mapping process concepts are executed in the Semantic Reconciliation Layer, the approach requires running suitable queries for identifying established alignments across the content of knowledge models. In the framework, This query enables the retrieval of all semantic mapping concepts, coming from the , which are held in respectively. In the current approach, it has been recognised that the writing of such queries demands a good command of KFL. However, it has been shown that purposelydesigned Graphical User Interfaces can be developed in order to semi-automatically generate complex queries without requiring prior knowledge of KFL [9] .
I M P L E M E N T A T I O N A N D R E C O N C I L I A T I O N O F D O M A I N M O D E LS
This section highlights an experimental implementation which tests the approach described so far. For this purpose, the Integrated Ontology Development Environment (IODE) developed by Highfleet Inc. [17] has been exploited because the latter handles semantic structures expressed in KFL. The proposed concepts for logic-based semantic reconciliation have been deployed in order to illustrate the extent of knowledge sharing across the ontology-based content coming from a pair of knowledge models. These models have been specialised from the manufacturing foundation ontology previously identified in Figure 4 . Furthermore, the scope of the knowledge models involves simple product representations which hold several types of hole features defined from a machining perspective. This section also demonstrates the use of one mapping model for enabling the reconciliation of the Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) parameters carried by hole features.
M achining Hole F eature O ntology A
This knowledge model partly captured in Figure 7 has identifier. The figure illustrates the specialisation of concepts from the Foundation Layer into domain-specific concepts. The taxonomy of entity information classes ( ) is shown, where concepts such as ( ) are configured from the existing foundation structures. In this s a sub-class of the foundation class -) ) define specific Domain-defined process concept ) ) and ) are also present for describing executions of ) to obtain the process sequence for realising Domainspecific semantic prescriptions are embedded by adding domain-defined ICs which adopt a similar form to the ones previously exposed in Figure 4 . Concepts from the domain ontology have then been instantiated in order to represent discrete domain knowledge. One such instantiation is diagrammatically shown for the instance ) distinct shape aspects and transition features which hold concrete dimensional values. Another knowledge identifier has been developed from the Foundation Layer. Figure 8 depicts the taxonomy of process ) has been highlighted as well as selected sub-classes of the ) ) and ). These machining process concepts have been exploited to represent the process sequence that takes place during es ). The latter is an instance which carries specific geometric and dimensional semantics. 
Semantic Reconciliation
The ontology mapping process concepts previously explained in Figure 5 are applied to the pair of knowledge models. Firstly, the identifiers and and respectively, as shown in Figure 9 . The adjustment of the identifiers for knowledge models is semi-automatic as it requires human intervention. Both models are then imported onto the same Object Management System . During this stage, the specialised content from the models become articulated via the manufacturing foundation ontology, which acts as a general mediator for the two models.
stage is completed, can be identified in Figure 9 . It is important to notice the presence of all domain-defined sub-, which have stayed
To complete semantic reconciliation, the required mapping model for enabling GD&T comparisons is loaded , as part of the alignment stage. This enables semantic mapping concepts present in the mapping model to be fed to the imported knowledge models. The alignment stage is fully automatic as it uses the logic-based underpinning described in section 3.3.2. Figure 9 : Executing ontology mapping process concepts
M apping Discovery
Consider Figure 10 , which exemplifies the approach towards the discovery of mappings. Knowing two cross-domain arguments such as pairs of classes obtained from browsing the imported knowledge and , it is possible to formulate a query for finding all the correspondences that hold between these two classes. The structure of the query, written in KFL, is shown (S ). When this query is processed using the query tool in IODE, one semantic mapping concept (T ) supports the knowledge behind the articulation and alignment of the two classes. This semantic mapping concept can be browsed as shown in Figure 11 (U ), so that the user is able to understand the mapping between the In a similar fashion, cross-domain instances can also be evaluated for correspondences. In Figure 10 , it is intended to retrieve all semantic mapping concepts that hold between . The structure of the query has been portrayed (V ). When this query is executed using the query tool in IODE, six distinct semantic mapping concepts are retrieved. These semantic mapping concepts are browsed so that the user interprets the mappings that hold between the two instances. In this case, the following results apply: Figure 11 ) ( ) => Figure 11 ( ) ( ) => Figure 11 ( ) ( ) => Figure 11 
D ISC USSI O NS
The approach documented in this paper has demonstrated the constructive use of the latest developments in semantic-based technologies for enabling semantic reconciliation of product design and manufacture knowledge models. The capability to support a logic-based approach to semantic reconciliation derives from (1) s ability to formally enable the definition of mapping models for semantic alignment and (2) the existence of an expressive meta-model and a manufacturing foundation ontology for providing a basis for ontology articulation.
The examples explored have shown the reconciliation of the GD&T semantics of hole features captured in disparate product representations. The same understanding can be followed for the reconciliation of manufacturing process sequences, by using PSL structures [9] . Other mapping models can also be developed to target different reconciliation scenarios. For example, it is possible to formalise standards-based models, such as that of ISO Tolerance Band [9, 25] . Such a model can provide reusable semantic mapping concepts to facilitate the reconciliation of design and manufacturing features, by using the knowledge behind the dimensional tolerances carried by feature instances [9] .
In the implemented approach, it is possible to employ the query tool in IODE to show the proof structure for verifying the occurrence of semantic mapping concepts. For see Figure 10 (T ) holds between the classes process uses the logic-based conditions that define semantic mapping concepts and is an essential facet of the rapid deductive reasoning mechanism used in the implementation platform. In fact, the successful retrieval of query results in the first place, already proves their verification at computational level.
In terms of performance during implementation, it was observed that the loading and saving of a mapping model containing around 100 semantic mapping concepts took about one minute to be performed using current available technologies. On the other hand, querying procedures for mapping discovery took less than or about 10 seconds to be processed. This clearly indicates that an attractive direction for ontology mapping/matching exists when weighted against other related methods which may take several minutes, hours or even days to complete a matching task [8] .
From an industrial application viewpoint, the SMIF approach is aimed at complementing PLM in order to achieve an increased level of interoperability and integration amongst various stakeholders involved in collaborative product development. Figure 12 illustrates a possible configuration of the framework with respect to elements of wider design and manufacturing systems. Domain ontologies that derive from the Foundation Layer could be interfaced with CAE applications, for example, a CAD environment could be linked to a domain ontology that fully captures the semantics in solid modelling ). The KB associated with the domain ontology would be used as a repository for creating, storing, accessing and updating semantically-rich parts information.
In addition to this, the expressive semantics from PSL could be exploited for process planning activities ). Extensions to the framework aided through the set up of interfaces with PLM environments would potentially help support not only integration, but also desired level of semantic interoperability. The latter is an essential capability that is required for effectively sharing knowledge across multi-disciplinary teams in collaborative PLM ( K ), and can be facilitated through the formalisation of relevant mapping models. 
C O N C L USI O NS
Ontology mapping/matching and verification techniques have so far not been sufficiently exploited in the field of product design engineering. This is partly due to the fact that ontology mapping/matching solutions tend to originate from the domain of computer science and, therefore, their benefits in product design engineering are acknowledged at a later stage. However, the logic-based approach investigated in this paper has documented an effective and accurate verification mechanism that has been purposely developed for the reconciliation of product and manufacturing representations.
The high degree of expressiveness of Common Logic-based structures has provided the possibility to establish resolvable and meaningful mappings across knowledge models. This helps support consistency during mapping and also avoids some of the drawbacks related to subjectivity in mapping transactions that involve extensive human intervention. The interpretation of the mapping correspondences, which is verified via tractable reasoning, is more rigorous when compared to other similar methods. For example, OWL-based reconciliation tends to be limited to mapping relationships such Finally, it is still required to conduct test cases based on comprehensive industrial scenarios. These scenarios would bring considerable value to the applicability of the proposed framework within industrial settings. Possible case studies, for example, from the aerospace and automotive industries would convey the breadth of product lifecycle concepts required for further testing and improving the framework components. Our current work on Interoperable Manufacturing Knowledge Systems (IMKS) intends to provide imminent extensions to this framework.
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